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Although most networks in nature exhibit omplex topologies the origins of suh omplexity
remain unlear. We propose a general evolutionary mehanism based on global stability. This
mehanism is inorporated into a model of a growing network of interating agents in whih eah
new agent's membership in the network is determined by the agent's eet on the network's global
stability. It is shown that out of this stability onstraint, omplex topologial properties emerge in
a self organized manner, oering an explanation for their observed ubiquity in biologial networks.
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Complex networks of interating agents are ubiquitous,
in a wide range of sales, from the mirosopi level of
geneti, metaboli and proteins networks to the maro-
sopi human level of the Internet [1, 2℄. All of them
exhibit high lustering and relatively short path length
ompared with random networks. In addition, they fre-
quently show a nonhomogeneous struture, haraterized
by a degree distribution (the probability of a node to be
onneted to k other ones) with a broad tail P (k) ∼ k−γ
for large values of k, with exponents γ < 3 [1, 2, 3℄. Sev-
eral mehanisms have been proposed to give rise to this
kind of topologies[1, 4℄. These mehanisms have suess-
fully explained the origin of omplexity in some networks,
but it is reognized that another, equally large, number
of ases an not be aounted for either lass of mod-
els. In partiular, growing biologial networks involve
the oupling of at least two dynamial proesses. The
rst one onerns the addition of new nodes, attahed
either during a slow evolutionary (i.e., speies lifetime)
or a relatively faster developmental (i.e., organism life
time) proess. A seond one is the node dynamis whih
aets and in turn is aeted by the growing proesses.
It is reasonable to expet that the network topologies we
nally witness ould have emerged out of these oupled
proesses. This Letter is dediated to disuss a simple
model of this problem, showing that omplex networks
do emerge under general realisti onstraints. It needs
to be noted from the outset that the aim of this letter
is not to desribe an arbitrary algorithm, but to identify
a dynamial proess able to be implemented by natural
systems.
Before introduing the model, and to x ideas, let us
dwell on some onrete general examples. First on-
sider a food web, whih is onstruted through ommu-
nity assembly rules, strongly inuened by the underly-
ing dynamis of speies and spei interations among
them[5, 6℄. Another example ould be neuronal networks,
where the addition of hundreds of thousands of new neu-
rons is followed by a dynamial proess in whih neuronal
dynamis and onnetivity are interrelated in a way not
fully understood. Yet a third example at another sale,
ould be imagined in the ontext of soial networks, in
whih novie members an be aepted or rejeted based
on their individual ontribution to a global interest, t-
ness, performane or prot. In the three examples it is
relatively easy to visualize the two proesses mentioned
above. The onsequene of adding a new member with a
given onnetivity aeting a global in/stability, is repre-
sented in these examples by the aboundane/lak of food,
the neuronal welfare/death or the prots' up/down, re-
spetively. Notie that eah new member may not only
result in its own addition/rejetion to the system, but it
an also promote avalanhes of extintions amongst exist-
ing members, an eet we found that strongly inuenes
the network's topology.
Let us onsider a system of n interative agents,
whose dynamis is given by a set of dierential equa-
tions d~x/dt = ~F (~x), where ~x is an n-omponent vetor
desribing the relevant state variables of eah agent and
~F is an arbitrary non-linear funtion. One ould imagine
that ~x in dierent systems may represent onentrations
of some hormones, or the average density populations
in a food web, or the onentration of a hemials in a
biohemial network, or the ativity of genes in a gene
regulation net, et. We assume that a given agent i in-
terats only with a limited set of ki < n other agents;
thus Fi depends only on the variables belonging to that
set. This denes the interation network, as was done
previously[7℄.
We will assume that there are two time sales in the dy-
namis. On the long time sale (muh larger than the ob-
servation time) the system is subjeted to an external ux
(migration, mutation, et.) of new agents that interat
with some of the previous ones and an be inorporated
into the system or not, so n (and the whole set of dier-
ential equations) an hange. On short time sales we as-
sume that n is onstant and the dynamis already led the
system to a partiular stable stationary state ~x∗ dened
2by
~F (~x∗) = 0 [8℄. The stability of that solution is deter-
mined by the eigenvalue with maximum real part of the
Jaobian matrix ai,j ≡
(
∂Fi
∂xj
)
x∗
. Therefore a new agent
will be inorporated to the network if its inlusion result
in a new stable xed point, that is, if the values of the
interation matrix ai,j are suh that the eigenvalue with
maximum real part λ of the enlarged Jaobian matrix
is negative (λ < 0). Assuming that isolated agents will
reah stable states by themselves after ertain harater-
isti relaxation time, the diagonal elements of the matrix
ai,i are negative and given unity value to further simplify
the treatment[7℄. The interation values, (i.e., the non-
diagonal matrix elements ai,j) will take random values
(both positive and negative) taken from some statisti-
al distribution. In this way we have an unbounded en-
semble of systems[7℄ haraterized by a growing through
stability history. Randomness would be self-generated
through the addition of new agents proesses. Eah spe-
i set of matrix elements after addition denes a par-
tiular dynamial system and the subsequent analysis for
time sales between suessive migrations is purely deter-
ministi.
These ideas are implemented in a numerial model as
follows: At every step the network an either grow or
shrink. In eah step an attempt is made to add a new
node to the existing network, starting from a single agent
(n = 1). Based on the stability riteria disussed, the at-
tempt an be suessful or not. If suessful, the agent
is aepted, so the existing n × n matrix grows its size
by one olumn and one row. Otherwise the novate agent
will have a probability to be deleted together with some
other nodes as further explained below. More speially,
suppose that we have an already reated network with n
nodes, suh that the n× n assoiated interation matrix
ai,j is stable. Then, for the attahment of the n + 1th
node we rst hoose its degree kn+1 randomly between
1 and n with equal probability. Then the new agent in-
teration with the existing network member i is hosen
suh that non-diagonal matrix elements (ai,n+1, an+1,i)
(i = 1, . . . , n) are zero with probability 1 − kn+1/n and
dierent from zero with probability kn+1/n; to eah non
zero matrix element we assign a dierent real random
value uniformly distributed in [−b, b]. b determines the
interation range variability and it is one of the two pa-
rameters of the model. Then, we alulate numerially λ
for the resulting (n+1)×(n+1)matrix. If λ < 0 the new
node is aepted. If λ > 0 it means that the introdution
of the new node destabilized the entire system and we
will impose that, either the new agent is eliminated or it
remains but produes the extintion of a ertain number
of previous existing agents. In order to further simplify
the numerial treatment, we will allow up to q ≤ kn+1 ex-
tintions, taken from the set of kn+1 nodes onneted to
the new one[9℄; q is the other parameter of the model. To
hoose whih nodes are to be eliminated, we rst selet
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FIG. 1: (Color on-line) Degree distribution P (k) for b = 2,
q = 3 and dierent values of nmax; the dashed lines orre-
spond to a power law P (k) ∼ k−γ with γ ≈ 2.4. The inset
shows γ as a funtion of b for dierent values of q.
one with equal probability in the set of kn+1 and remove
it. If the resulting n × n matrix is stable, we start a
new trial; otherwise, another node among the remaining
kn+1 − 1 is hosen and removed, repeating the previous
proedure. If after q removals the matrix remains unsta-
ble, the new node is removed, we return to the original
n× n matrix and start a new trial[10℄.
First we alulated the average onnetivity C(n), de-
ned as the fration of non-diagonal matrix elements dif-
ferent from zero, averaged over dierent runs. We found
that C(n) ∼ n−(1+ǫ) (see Supplementary information) for
large values of n, where the exponent ǫ depends on b and
q, taking values 0 < ǫ < 1. Suh behavior is harateristi
of food webs[11℄ and it has been interpreted in terms of
self-organized ritiality onepts[12℄; the present results
suggest that this is a general behavior in stability-driven
self organized systems.
Next we alulated the degree distribution P (k) of the
network with n = nmax for dierent values of b and q.
The typial behavior of P (k) is illustrated in Fig.1 for
b = 2, q = 3 and dierent values of nmax. We see the
emergene of a fat tail P (k) ∼ k−γ for large values of n,
with an exponent γ, independently of the network size
(this gure also shows that the drop in the tail of the
distribution is a nite size eet). Notie that this rela-
tively small range of the broad tail is what more often is
seen in real networks. The qualitative behavior of P (k)
for other values of b and q is the same (see Supplemen-
tary information). The inset of Fig.1 shows the value of
the exponent γ as a funtion of b for dierent values of
q. We see that γ presents a minimum around b = 2 for
all values of q; as q inreases the exponent dereases and
for large enough values of q we obtain a non-trivial value
of γ < 3 for a broad range of values of b.
To exlude the possibility that the observed network
topology is trivially assoiated with a hidden preferen-
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FIG. 2: (Color on-line) Relative attahment probability
Π(k)/P (k) for dierent values of nmax, ompared with the
orresponding results for a BA network of the same size.
Dashed line orresponds to a linear behavior Π(k)/P (k) ∼ k.
tial attahment (PA) proess, we omputed the attah-
ment probability Π(k), dened as the probability that a
new node onnets with an already existing node with
degree k. Assuming that the average degree 〈ki〉 ≪ n,
the attahment probability an be expressed as Π(k) =∑nk
i Πi, where Πi is the probability that the new node
onnets to the already existing node i, nk ≈ nP (k) is
the number of nodes with degree k and the sum runs over
all sites i with degree ki = k. If stability seletion would
favor some kind of PA mehanism, (i.e., if new nodes
are attahed with larger probability to nodes highly on-
neted) we should expet Πi =
ki∑
n
j=1
kj
≈ kin (n−1)C(n)
and therefore
Π(k) ≈
P (k) k
(n− 1)C(n)
. (1)
In Fig. 2 the relative attahment probability
Π(k)/P (k) in the present model for a xed network size
n and dierent values of b is ompared with the orre-
sponding results for a network of the same size obtained
with the Barabási-Albert (BA) [1℄ algorithm with on-
netivity C(n). This quantity shows the expeted be-
havior Π(k)/P (k) ∼ k for large values of k, onsistently
with Eq.(1). In the present model Π(k)/P (k) remains
almost onstant for a wide range of values of k (inlud-
ing a range of values for whih the power law behavior
of P (k) has already established), but displays an inreas-
ing trend onsistent with Eq.(1) for large values of k. In
other words, in the present model at variane with the
BA model, as the network grows, the assembly meha-
nisms seleted by stability shows a rossover between two
regimes: one dominated by PA and the other not.
Considering that biologial systems are probably never
in a ompletely stable situation, we relaxed the ondition
of stability λ < 0 and look at networks growing by allow-
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FIG. 3: (Color on-line) (a) Networks' average lustering o-
eient Cc(n) and L(n) for b = 2 and dierent values of q
as funtions of network size. The dashed line is a guide to
the eye orresponding to Cc(n) ∼ n−0.75. Inset shows the
same data plotted against eah other. (b) Cc(n) and L(n) as
funtions of network size omputed from a single network re-
alization. Data are samples taken every fty trials, regardless
of the resulting stability. Notie how utuations inrease as
the network grows. Inset shows the same data plotted against
eah other (full irles), in addition to the data omputed from
a random network with equal size and density of onnetions
(open irles).
ing λ to take small positive values so that the harateris-
ti time to leave an unstable xed point τ = λ−1 ≫ 1. By
aepting nodes as long as λ < ∆ the alulation of P (k)
for dierent values of ∆ (positive and negative) showed
similar qualitative behavior, with small variations of the
γ exponent (See Supplementary Information).
Next we alulated the average path length L between
two nodes and the average luster oeient Cc for the
networks obtained by the present algorithm as a funtion
of the network size n. L is dened as the minimum num-
ber of links needed to onnet any pair of nodes in the
network and Cc is dened as the fration of onnetions
between topologial neighbors of any site[1℄. In Fig. 3
we show the typial behavior of L(n) and Cc(n). We see
that Cc(n) ∼ n−0.75 and L(n) ∼ A lnn+C. Suh saling
behavior is the same one observed in the BA model[1℄.
As shown in Fig. 3 larger networks beomes less lus-
tered and have longer minimum path on the average. L
and Cc are inversely related as it an be seen in the single
run plotted in panel b of Fig. 3. The data orrespond to
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FIG. 4: (Color on-line) Degree distribution P (k) for b = 2,
q = 3, nmax = 100 and dierent values of R; the straight lines
orrespond to a power law ts.
values omputed every fty trials, whether or not the at-
tempt to add a node was suessful or not at that trial. In
a sense, this is how a natural network would look like to
an observer if one ould take snapshots in time. Clearly
both quantities utuate in opposite diretions, as fur-
ther shown in the inset where the data orresponding to
a randomly shued network is also plotted for ompari-
son. The behavior of Cc and L is linked with the seletion
dynamis ruling whih node is aepted or rejeted. The
stability onstraint favors the nodes with few links, sine
they modify the matrix ai,j stability muh less than new
nodes with many links (of ourse this is reeted in the
P (k) density). Thus, most frequently the network grows
at the expense of adding nodes with one or few links,
produing an inrease of L and a dereases of Cc. Most
of the times, nodes with many links destabilize the net-
work and are rejeted, but when one is nally aepted,
a large derease in L together with an inrease in Cc is
observed. This sudden hange is the signature of a new
network hub, as seen in the example denoted with an ar-
row in Fig. 4b. We also veried that those utuations
lead to a slow diusive-like growth of the network size
n(t) ∼ t1/2 (not shown), where the time is measured in
number of trials.
Finally, to onsider the eet of loal stability seletion
pressure, we modied the algorithm as follows. One the
new andidate node and its 1st nearest neighbors (nn)
are hosen, we analyze the stability of the subnetwork
omposed by neighbors up to a range R (R = 1: 1st nn,
R = 2: 2nd nn, et.). In Fig.4 we show P (k) at n =
nmax for dierent values of R. We see that the fat tail
P (k) ∼ k−γ appears as long as R ≥ 3, whih oinides
with the value of L for the orresponding net size (see Fig.
3), suggesting a orrelation between stability and the self
organized emergene of small world topology. Notie also
that onsidering loal stability allows a larger variability
in the value of γ (γ ≈ 0.9 for R = 3), although γ quikly
onverges to the global stability result (for R > 4 both
results are almost indistinguishable).
The robustness of omplex networks against error and
attak has already been investigated[13℄ onsidering the
eets of nodes or links' deletion. The present results
shows that the onsequenes of perturbing a single node
may depend also on stability, a topi that deserves further
lariation. Indeed, losely related results on Boolean
networks dynamis supports already the generality of this
approah[14℄.
Summarizing, the analysis of a simple model shows
that omplex topology an appear in networks as an
emergent property driven by a stability seletion pres-
sure during the growing proess. This suggests yet an-
other explanation for the ubiquity of omplex topology
observed in dierent networks in nature.
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